
 

 

YDS DENEMELERİ 
 
1.) Today, after a decade of isolation and a 
devastating war, Iraq faces the daunting ----of 
reconstructing its economy. 
 

A) task   B) jeopardy  C) effort 
D) failure  E) achievement 
 
2.) This table is certainly a rare example of 18

th
 

century furniture and the carving on the leg was 
----at that time. 
 

A) occasional   B) distinguished 
C) competitive   D) subjective 
E) prevalent 
 
3.) Most of the world's fishing grounds are ---- 
being depleted by over-fishing. 
 

A) favourably    B) inadequately 
C) fairly    D) inevitably 
E) property 
 
4.) The Chinese government has ----Morocco a 
6.4 million USD loan for the construction of 
three dams to supply drinking water to the 
country's rural areas. 

 
A) invested    B) allocated 
C) estimated   D) ranged 
E) ventured 
 
 
5. ) French law ---- that all food products sold in 
France should have the contents listed in 
French. 

 
A) stipulates   B) dominates 
C) suspends   D) confides 
E) treats 
 
6.)  An indirect ---- of winning the photograp-hic 
competition was the offer of more work. 

 
A) response   B) benefit 
C) appreciation   D) disposition 
E) achievement 
 
 
7.)  Apparently as much as 20 per cent of 
London fires are started ---- . 
 

A) reputably   B) appropriately 
C) preferably   D) deliberately 
E) compulsively 
 
8.) Small children often become unsettled if they 
are forced to spend long stretches of time in a ---
- space. 
 

A) considerable                B) selected 
C) restricted   D) potential 
E) rejected 
 
 
 

 
 
9. )The question of whether heredity or 
environment is more important in determining 
the course of human development has been 
constantly ---- through the centuries. 

 
A) conditioned   B) prevailed 
C) debated   D) confirmed 
E) regulated 
 
10.) So far, The United States has detained over 
350 ---- in relation to the terrorist attacks of 
September 11th. 

 
A) natives   B) prisoners 
C) colleagues   D) suspects 
E) captives 
 
11.) As a matter of fact, water infrastructure is so 
---- that most governments in underdeveloped 
countries find it extremely difficult to invest for 
safe water or sewerage. 

 
A) offensive   B) conclusive 
C) obsessive   D) exclusive 
E) expensive 
 
12.) The words engraved on a gladiator's tomb 
are almost-----"I share the common destiny". 

 
A) reputedly   B) successively 
C) decisively   D) invariably 
E) discretely 

 
 
13.) Today, after a decade of isolation and a 
devastating war, Iraq faces the daunting ----of 
reconstructing its economy. 
 

A) task   B) jeopardy  C) effort 
D) failure  E) achievement 
 
14.) This table is certainly a rare example of 18

th
 

century furniture and the carving on the leg was 
----at that time. 
 

A) occasional   B) distinguished 
C) competitive   D) subjective 
E) prevalent 
 
15.) Most of the world's fishing grounds are ---- 
being depleted by over-fishing. 

 
A) favourably   B) inadequately 
C) fairly   D) inevitably 
E) property 
 
16. )The Chinese government has ----Morocco a 
6.4 million USD loan for the construction of 
three dams to supply drinking water to the 
country'srural areas. 

 
A) invested   B) allocated 
C) estimated   D) ranged 
E) ventured 
 



 

 

 
17.) This new anthology of poetry, edited by 
Brian Johnson, is not only a judicious selection 
of the best poems but also a major work of 
serious----. 
 

A) decision C) disturbance 
B) edition D) enthusiasm 
E) scholarship 
 
18.) The richer countries make it possible for 
drug companies to provide products that are---- 
in the poorer regions. 
 

A) exceptional  C) decent 
B) sensible  D) affordable 
E) patient 
 
19.) The Vikings gave the whole of Europe a 
hard time, ---- their close neighbours across the 
Baltic. 
 

A) especially  C) consecutively 
E) pitifully  B) previously 
D) considerably 
 
20.) By the 2nd century A.D., peace and order 
once more ---- in Rome's outlying provinces. 
 

A) delivered  C) prevailed 
B) exceeded  D) restrained 
E) resisted 
 
21.) It is indeed a beautiful vase but its value is 
obviously impaired by this ---- in the handle. 
 

A) diversion  B) attribute C) distinction 
D) preservation E) defect 
 
22.) Competition is generally regarded as an ---- 
ingredient in the search for efficiency and 
innovation. 
 

A) irrepressible  B) impulsive 
C) improbable  D) indispensable 
E) arrogant 
 
23.) ----, consumer-spending in France is strong, 
but could soon be weakened by rising 
unemployment. 
 

A) Eventually B) Inevitably C) Currently 
D) Conclusively E) Recently 
 
24.) Since the 1951 takeover of Tibet by China, 
Tibetans have occasionally, but 
unsuccessfully, ---- against their Chinese 
masters. 
 

A) settled B) bargained C) allied 
D) proposed E) revolted 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
25.) In the 1990s the Belgian government was 
involved in numerous scandals that 
contaminated it with a reputation for 
incompetence and ----. 

 
A) participation   B) despair 
C) corruption   D) dislike 
E) certainty 

 

CEVAP ANAHTARI 

  1. A  
  2. E  
  3. D  
  4. B 
  5. A 
  6. B  
  7. D  
  8. C 
  9. C 

10. D 
11. E 
12. D 

13. A  
14. E  
15. D  
16. B 
17. E  
18. A  
19. A  
20. C 
21. E  
22. D  
23. C  
24. E 
25. C  

 


